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Her book *Homeland: Zionism as Housing Regime, 1860-2011* (2017) identifies the spatial history of Zionism as a history of a housing enterprise. This history involves the gain and loss of personal and national home through the construction of tangible housing for future citizens. Allweil’s papers engage various topics, including housing as the building block of extensive projects of urbanization, occupation, and neoliberalization; the modernization of the architectural discipline; housing as experimental architecture; expressions of gender in public space; spaces of civic protest in Israel; and the architectural archive.

In her current project, funded by Israel Science Foundation (ISF) and Ministry of Science, Allweil develops archival tools of computer vision to visually document the built environment. This research considers the vast visual documentation of cities as primary sources for semantic search of elements of the built environment. Facing the global housing crisis, Allweil co-chaired an international research group at Israel Institute for Advanced Studies (IIAS) aiming to re-theorize housing as an architectural issue. The group explored housing terminology through transdisciplinary and international perspectives (2019-2020).
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